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1. Summary

Under increasing of complexity of heat and mass transfer problems in molten pools (the three-
dimensional complex geometries of molten pool, turbulence, variable properties of materials, phase
changes under local non-equilibrium etc.) for us a need has arisen in more perfect algorithms and
methods of solution.
To solve computational fluid dynamics problems in domain of arbitrary shapes including the variable
properties of materials the new effective finite-volume numerical algorithm is developed, which based
on a using the orthogonal and Cartesian local refinement matching and/or non-matching grids
constructed automatically for a multi-block decomposition of a complex computational domain [1]. The
developed algorithm is applied to the heat and fluid flow equations (i.e. Navier-Stokes equations with
energy equation) in the primitive variables formulation. Validation of the developed approach is carried
out on the set of test problems, namely forced convection (flow about complex objects), natural
convection and fluid flows with melting. Good agreement is obtained between numerical predictions
and experimental data via the new multi-block approach. New approach is implemented in
CONV2D&3D codes 2].
Future trends of code development are directed on a prediction of three-dimensional and unsteady
effects in turbulence. A large eddy simulation (LES) seems a promising approach for the analysis of
the high Rayleigh number turbulence which contains three-dimensional and unsteady characteristics.
The governing equations for the grid scale quantities are derived by a spatial average or a filter
procedure which removes subgrid scale fluctuations from Navier-Stokes equation. A Smagorinski
model based on a viscous eddy concept is used in a quality of subgrid scale model 3]. An orthogonal
boundary fitted grids which connected with the fictitious domain method (FDM) are applied too 4].
Also in the framework of code development, for analysis of the melt behaviour from the point of view of
multiphase flows a local nonequilibrium model diffusion of dissolved component is considered [5].
Investigations in the field of multiphase flows we have begun from consideration of the thermo-
concentration convection model in the supposition thermodynamic equilibrium 2]. In this case the
approximations of one-temperature and one-speed model of a liquid is applicable. The individual
phases behave similarly to separate chemical components. It is supposed, that the exact location of
particles in macroscopic size is not important.
Recently high-speed solidification processes of binary alloys, which initiated by deep overcooling of
phase transformation surface, have paid on themselves attention. Such overcooling can be achieved
at solidification of the melt, obtained as a result of impulse effect by a high-intensity power source (for
example, laser radiation) on a surface of solid substance, or at deep overcooling of the initial melt. In
such conditions the solidification process proceeds in the distance from local equilibrium, that renders
essential influence on creation micro- and macro structure formed solid phase, its physical-chemical
properties and allocation of impurities.
The existing theories of solidification of binary alloys consider only deviation from thermodynamic
equilibrium on an phase interface, including a coefficient of interphase sharing impurity, depending
from speed motions of interface boundary. Thus it is supposed, that in volume of both phases exists
local thermodynamic equilibrium and heat and mass transfer processes can be described by classical
locally equilibrium equations of parabolic type. Such approximation is fair only at rather low speeds of
motion of interface boundary. System status under high speeds deviates from local equilibrium, that
can essential influence on heat and mass transfer processes near of interface boundary. In this case a
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local nonequilibrium diffusion of dissolved component in a liquid phase observable at high speeds
motion of interface boundary (or initial stages of the solidification process) is described by the
hyperbolic equation of mass transfer with a boundary condition expressing the law of saving mass on
an interface of phases.
Details of new approach, its implementation in CONV2D&3D codes and also features of code
development are discussed in present paper.

2. Governing equations and solution method CFD problems

To simulate heat and fluid flows, the time-dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the
primitive variables with the Boussinesq approximation for buoyancy are used in orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates 6] coupled with the convection/diffusion equation for the temperature:

-IV0 +C(V)v-div(,gradv)+gradp=f, divv=O, (2.1)
at
ah TTt +O(v)h-div(kgradT)=O, h f Ceff (�)d�, (2.2)

0
where latent heat evolution is incorporated via apparent heat capacity ceff

c + L6(T T pure materials,
C'ff d(D

c + L dT - alloys.

Here p is the pressure normalized by the density, L - latent heat of fusion, - delta-function,

74- melting temperature, (D - solid fraction and operators C , e stand for one or another form of
convective terms.
Basic features of the solution algorithm developed in [9]-[l 1 ] and incorporated in the present approach
are the following:
Discrete approximations are constructed using finite-difference methods and the MAC-type staggered
grid. Moreover, matching and non-matching grids are used;
Douglas-Rachford operator-slitting technique (similar to SIMPLEC method) is employed to construct
implicit scheme for time-dependent equations of hydrodynamics;
To construct time-integration scheme for the energy equation, its operators are decomposed into two
parts associated with the enthalpy and temperature, respectively, that results in the following two-
stage procedure:
hn+1/2 -h n n+1/2 hn+1 -h n+112

- + e! (VI,) h = 9 Tn+1 = 0. (2.3)

In the momentum equation operators are also splitted into two parts. The first part is associated with
the velocity transport by convection/diffusion written in the linearized form as A = C(V" )+ N, whereas

the second part deals with pressure gradient A2 = grad . It should be noted that the gradient and

divergence operators are adjoint of each other, i.e. , = div.

The additive scheme of splitting analyzed here is the following scheme of the Douglas-Rachford type:

Vn+112 _ n
+ Al Vn+1/2 + A2Pn =fn,

vn+1 v n + Av n+1/2 +A2 Pn+1 = fn' (2.4)

A2 Vn+ =.

Numerical implementation of this scheme is performed as the predictor-corrector procedure similar to

SI MPLEC-algorithm. Namely, introducing the pressure correction 5p =p'+ -p' two last equations in

(2.4) can be transformed into the well-known Poisson and velocity correction equations:

I n+112 n+1 n+112
cl'Vhgrad�8p = -d'Vh V V V rg rad h '5P (2.5)

Calculations indicated [1 1 that this scheme is certainly preferred over other similar ADI schemes, e.g.
Peaceman-Rachford type scheme. Another splitting scheme considered here is the following scheme

similar to locally one-dimensional one:
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vn+1/2 _ v n 1/2

+ Av"' fn

vn+] Vn+1/2 + A2Pn+1 01 (2.6)
T

A2 Vn+1 = .

In its numerical implementation we obtain the Poisson equation for the pressure p' itself.

Fictitious region method is used to handle irregular complex computational domains;
In computational mathematics there are recognized two variants of fictitious domain methods 12]. The
first is based on the continuation of coefficients at lower-order derivatives whereas the second
approach uses continuation of coefficients at the highest-order derivatives.
Both approaches are in common use for prediction of phase change processes 13, 14]. Here we
employ the first variant which in physical sense can be treated as incorporation into the initial Navier-
Stokes equations 2.1) the model of a porous medium:

av ,+ R(vJv, - div(v grad vJ+ grad p + c, v, = f, div v = . (2.7)
ar

Various formulae of c . can be employed for the flow resistance term in the above equations (e.g.

step-wise function for abrupt 'switch off, the linear Darcy etc., see 13, 14]. Considering 27) the
modified prediction-correction procedure for the Douglas-Rachford scheme seems like this
vn+1.2 _

v + A�v'+"' + Ap' + c, (X)V�.1/2 = f% (2.8)
E E E

V n+1 /2,
div,, 1 +,rc, grad h '5P, d'Vh 6 (2.9)

Vn+1 Vn+1/2 _ 'r grad 1501 -
E I +,rc,

Similar modification are performed with the locally one-dimensional scheme 26) in order to
incorporate the fictitious domain method.
Fully implicit scheme (backward time difference) is utilized for the unsteady heat equation;
For solving of convection problem in 23) the regularized nonlinear monotonic operator-splitting
scheme is developed 15].
In 2.4) the special approximation of convective terms C(v) are employed in order to derive the

discrete convective operator which is skew-symmetrical and does not provide any contribution to the
kinetic energy (energetically neutral):

C(v)v Rv, grad � + div(w)l (2.10)
2

So, the scheme provide the second order in space and the first one in time.
The algorithm is stable at large enough steps of time-integration;
Derived grid elliptic equations are solved at every time-level using the following preconditioned
conjugate gradient iterative solvers: ICCG for symmetric and ORTHOMIN(l) for non-symmetric
matrices.
New approach is implemented in CONV2D&3D codes 2].

3. Validation of developed approach

As for applicability of the CONV2D code, it is proved by the extensive validation against the
experimental and benchmark tests: convection of a fluid between two rigid walls of different
temperature, Benard convection, experiment on melting of pure gallium, experiments on natural
circulation in volumetric heated fluid in different geometries. The results of this check demonstrated a
high degree of predictions. Details is reported in publications devoted to the RASPLAV project 16,

17].
The validation of CONV3D code against different data, presented in 17] also. The most part of
experimental information was obtained in the frameworks of the RASPLAV project at the salt facility,
which was designed for support of corium experiments. Moreover, validation matrix contains Mayinger
experiments both for rectangular and semicircular geometry.
In addition to the represented in 171 results, CONV3D the code was verified on the convection
problem of a heat generating fluid in a partially filled domain. Figure 31 demonstrates numerical
predictions of heat flux distribution on the curvilinear boundary against Jahn's correlations.
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Figure 31: Convection in a partially filled pool

For comparison the numerical predictions for a case of the completely filled area (H/R=I) are given
also. In all cases the observable picture allows to speak about good quantitative coincidence in
values. In Figure 32 the 2D temperature fields for Ra'=10 with HR=60% and 80% are represented.

.. ........
Vt

Figure 3.2: 3D Temperature field. Ra'=1011 for H/R=60% (left) and 80% (right).

Also code was validated on the convection problem of a heat generating fluid in a hemispherical
domain, which is volumetric heated up. The calculations were carried out in a wide range of Rayleigh
numbers from 1CP to 10" for 14 hemispherical geometry. The predictions for Rayleigh numbers 10 ,
10 11 are given in Figure 3.3. Each case is represented by two perpendicular cross sections (upper and
cross section on a plane f symmetry). The coherent structure of flow is observed. The obtained
results qualitatively agree with Dhir experiments 18].

-- --------------------

..........

........................... -------

Figure 3.5: Temperature field in hemispherical enclosure. Ra= IO', I 0"
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However, the applicability of the CONV2D and CONV31D codes was limited by Rayleigh numbers
16

about 10", while for reactor case expected Rayleigh number ay exceed 10 . Besides, the
developed codes have nt incorporated models describing thermochernical phenomena which
determined the stratification of the melted pool in large-scale RASPLAV tests. Therefore main efforts
of the code creators were concentrated on modification of codes by new models considering the
following features of RASPLAV experiment:
• Macroscopic behaviour of the multi component mixture in the temperature range between solidus

and liquidus :
• Modeling of unsteady effects in turbulence.

4. Further development of codes

4.1 Model of a thermo-concentration convection with the phase diagram for binary mixture

Unlike a pure material where a distinct solid-liquid phase boundary can be identified, phase change of
multicomponent materials involves a solid region, a liquid region, and a mushy dendritic two-phase
region in between. Thus, the overall phase change process in multicomponent media is more complex
as compared to a pure material.
Usage of thermo-concentration convection model with the phase diagram for binary mixture assumes,
that the various phases are considered as one liquid, which properties are defined by properties of
separate phases in the supposition thermodynamic equilibrium. All phases of flows are assumed
strongly cooperating and moved with one speed. When the phases are in thermal and dynamic
equilibrium, the approximations of one-temperature and one-speed model of a liquid are applicable.
The individual phases behave similarly to separate chemical components. It is supposed, that the
exact location of particles in macroscopic size is not important. Such simple approach was presented

in 17].
The applicability of model was checked up on the task of solidification of an ammonium chloride water
solution. The results of numerical simulation of the coordinated thermal and concentration convection
obtained with the help of the updated version CONV2D of the code for the phase diagram (see fig.
4.1) were presented,
Figure 42 shows the prediction for the line of dendrite tips at t=3 min, A tracing from a shadow-graph
image of Beckermann and Viskanta's experiment 19] is also plotted in Fig.4.2 for comparison. It is
noted that the shadowgraph also recorded the region of the solute-rich top layer, as indicated by
marker A. Physically, the high solute concentration in the solute-rich top layer would depress the
growth of the mushy zone such that the mushy zone should have a small thickness on the top of the
enclosure. The present result seems to correctly reflect this point. In their experiment, Beckermann
and Viskanta found that some of the dendrites were not firmly attached to the cold wall (x=l). These
loose dendrites followed the above-mentioned descending flow and deposited on the bottom of the
liquid region. Although such an effect is not considered in the present study, the present predictions on
the total volume of mushy zone has a good agreement with experimental result, as observed from Fig
4.2. The present predictions on the total volume of mushy zone has a good agreement also with Lee
and Tzong's predictions (dotted line) 20]. The observable picture allows to speak about adequate
simulation thermo-concentration convection in binary materials.

..........

Figure 4,1: Phase diagram
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Figure 42: Temperature field and comparison with experiment data

Recently high-speed solidification processes of binary alloys, which initiated by deep overcooling of
phase transformation surface, have paid on themselves attention. Such overcooling can be achieved
at solidification of the melt, obtained as a result of impulse effect by a high-intensity power source (for
example, laser radiation) on a surface of solid substance, or at deep overcooling of the initial melt. In
such conditions the solidification process proceeds in the distance from local equilibrium, that renders
essential influence on creation micro- and macro structure formed solid phase, its physical-chemical
properties and allocation of impurities 5].
The existing theories of slidification of binary alloys consider only dev�ation from thermodynamic
equilibrium on an phase interface, including a coefficient of interphase sharing impurity, depending
from speed motions of interface boundary. Thus it is supposed, that in volume of both phases exists
local thermodynamic equilibrium and heat and mass transfer processes can be described by classical
locally equilibrium equations of parabolic type. Such approximation is fair only at rather low speeds of
motion of interface boundary. System status under high speeds deviates from local equilibrium, that
can essential influence on heat and mass transfer processes near of interface boundary. In this case a
local nonequilibrium diffusion of dissolved component in a liquid phase observable at high speeds
motion of interface boundary (or initial stages of the solidification process) is described by the
hyperbolic equation of mass transfer with a boundary condition expressing the law of saving mass on
an interface of phases.
According to the extended irreversible thermodynamics 23], the diffusive flux J under locally
nonequilibrium conditions submits to the law of the Maxwell-Kattaneo

ad'J + -rD - = _DVC (4.1)
at

where 'rD - relaxation time for J to locally equilibrium value, D - diffusion coefficients in liquid

phase, C - concentration dissolved the component.
Locally nonequilibrium law of the Maxwell - Kattaneo 4.1) differs from classical, locally of equilibrium
law Fica by presence of the additional member in the left part 4.1), which taking into account
relaxation of diffusive field to local equilibrium. Considering a law of conservation of mass for the
relation 4.1) we have as result the equation of diffusion of a hyperbolic type

DC a1c
J + rD = DV'C (4.2)at at2

The characteristics X ± VDt = const of hyperbolic equation 4,2), which are describing locally
nonequilibrium diffusion of dissolved component, mean that the strong break occuring in the
environment as result of concentration jump, is distributed with final speed VI) Differently, VD can
be considered as speed of distribution of diffusive disturbances, or maximum mass transfer velocity.
The boundary condition expressing a law of conservation of mass on an interface of phases, looks like
[24]
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(V +rDJ7)(Cl - CO +rDV aC - aC = DVC (4.3)at at
here C and C, - concentration of impurity on an boundary in liquid and solid phases accordingly,

T� - acceleration of an interface of phases.
It is necessary to notice, that locally nonequilibrium boundary condition 43) essentially differs from
classical. First, it contains not only value of concentration C and C on an interface of phases, but

also their derivative on time. Secondly, in 4.3) besides velocity of motion interface V its acceleration

T� enters. The presence of these additional members is stipulated by the process of relaxation of
mass flux J.
Thus, locally nonequilibriurn diffusion dissolved the component in a liquid phase observable at high
speeds of motion interface V close to VD (or initial stages of the process of solidification t close 'CD is

described by the hyperbolic equation mass transfer 4.2) with a boundary condition 4.3). At V << VD

(or t >> 'CD set of equations 4.2) and 4.3) is reduced to classical locally to equilibrium equation of
diffusion of a parabolic type with an appropriate boundary condition.

4.2 Prediction of three-dimensional and unsteady effects in turbulence

Future trends of code development are directed on a prediction of three-dimensional and unsteady
effects in turbulence. A large eddy simulation (LES) seems a promising approach for the analysis of
the high Rayleigh number turbulence which contains three-dimensional and unsteady characteristics.
The governing equations for the grid scale quantities are derived by a spatial average or a filter
procedure which removes subgrid scale fluctuations from Navier-Stokes equation. A Smagorinski
model based on a viscous eddy concept is used in a quality of subgrid scale model 3]. An orthogonal
boundary fitted grids which connected with the fictitious domain method (FIDM) are applied too 4].

4.2.1 Large Eddy Simulation

In large eddy simulation of turbulent flows the dynamics of the large-scale structures �56 computed,
while the effect of the small-scale turbulence is modeled using subgrid-scale model. The differential
equations describing the space-time evolution of the large-scale structures h5i obtained from the
Navier-Stokes equations by applying A low-pass filter. In order for the resulting LES equations to have
the same structure as the Navier-Stokes equations, the differentiation and filtering operations must
commute.
In inhomogeneous turbulent fows, the minimum size of eddies that n6hd to be resolved is different in
different regions of the flow. Thus the filtering operation should be performed with variable filter
width. If we apply the continuous filtering operation with nonuniform filter width to the Navier-Stokes

equations and ignore terms of order (A'), associated with the residual commutation AMA we

obtain the filtered equations of motion.
F15 an incompressible flow the nondimensional equations take the form

= (4.4)
axj

as + r I a _Is Ai (4.5)
at ax axj Re axi-xi.

Last equation can be rewritten in the form

a a-, + �� = O"T a ",J -, U, - CITi (4.6)
at a.ri axi axi Re ayjxj

where the effect of small scales appears through the SGS stress term given by

'Ti = iUj - UiUj (4.7)
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which should be modeled. Note that in contrast with standard LES formulation, the nonlinear terms

such as WjTj and 'rij are treated with a secondary filtering operation to eliminate the generation of

frequencies higher than the characteristic wavenumber for the chosen filter. This is how the filter
operator enters the solution procedure. The resulting (explicitly) filtered Navier-Stokes equations
(4.4), 46), 47) govern the evolution of large scales of motion. As was demonstrated in 21], the
boundary conditions for filtered velocity components can be taken to be the physical boundary
conditions.
SGS. The basic idea of the LES is to calculate only large than the grid size scale (called grid scale:
GS) structure turbulence, but to model smaller scale (called subgrid scale: SGS) structures. The
governing equations for the GS quantities are derived by a spatial average or a filter procedure which
removes SGS fluctuations from Navier-Stokes equation. Because the smaller scale structures have
more isotropic characteristics than large scale ones, the model of SGS contribution can be simple but
universal for various kinds of flow.
Generally (see 3 a Smagorinski model based on a eddy viscosity concept has been used as an
SGS model. In order to apply the LES to engineering problems, the simulation need to be conducted
in more complicated flow geometries and be under the various boundary conditions; thus some
improvements of the SGS moodel are required.
As show researches 3], the best outcomes are given by the adapted model with a constant Cs = 0 I

and function f (y+ = I - exp(- y+125).

4.2.2 Fictitious Domain Methods

Fictitious region method is used to handle irregular complex computational domains.
In computational mathematics there are recognized two variants of fictitious domain methods. The first
is based on the continuation of coefficients at lower-order derivatives whereas the second approach
uses continuation of coefficients at the highest-order derivatives [1 2]. Both approaches are in common
use for prediction processes in computational fluid dynamics.
Here we employ the first variant which in physical sense can be treated as incorporation into the initial
Navier-Stokes equations the model of a porous medium.

Instead of solving equations in varying in time fluid domain G*(t) we will solve in the whole problem
domain G the following equations:

aVE + Cv,)v, = grad p + div(vgmdv,) - cv, + S' (4.8)
at E

div v. = . (4.9)
Here v - vector of velocity, v is kinematic viscosity.
For the term described of hydraulics resistance in equation 4.8), the various formulae, based on the
analogy of it with porous medium models may be apply. In so doing term c. can be interpreted as the

some resistance coefficient.

In this case continuation coefficient cEand the right hand side SIV are chosen like this:

cc = Y) (t),
-2 - G / G*

E , (x, y) E=

v G
V S (X, Y) E=

SE =
01 (X, Y) c G / G

where parameter F_ prescribes estimate of error I Iv E -VI .
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Conclusions

• To solve computational fluid dynamics problems in domain of arbitrary shapes the effective finite-
volume numerical algorithm is developed, which based on using the orthogonal matching and/or
non-matching grids constructed for a multi-block decomposition of a complex computational
domain.

• The developed algorithm is applied to the heat and fluid flow equations (i.e. Navier-Stokes
equations with energy equation) in the primitive variables formulation.

• Validation of the developed approach is carried out on the set of test problems a good agreement
is obtained between numerical predictions and experimental data.

• New approach is implemented in CONV2D&3D codes.
• For analysis of the melt behaviour from the point of view of multiphase flows a local

nonequilibrium model diffusion of dissolved component is offered.
• A large eddy simulation (LES) is considered for the analysis of the high Rayleigh number

turbulence which contains three-dimensional and unsteady characteristics.
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